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DEVELOPMENTS IN THE DEFENSE OF FINANCIAL 
INSTITUTIONS – CALCULATING THE FINANCIAL EXPOSURE 

 

To Our Clients and Friends:  

Our financial institution clients frequently inquire about how best to address their regulatory and 
financial exposure in inquiries by the U.S. Department of Justice ("DOJ") and regulators in the United 
States.[1]  With corporate entities[2] being held criminally liable under the U.S. legal doctrine of 
respondeat superior for the actions of even non-executive relationship managers and other employees, 
it is essential for boards of directors and senior management to have a clear understanding of the ways 
in which U.S. enforcers determine penalties for organizations, particularly regulated financial 
institutions. 

This alert is part of a series of regular analyses of the unique impact of white collar issues on financial 
institutions.  In this edition, we examine the frameworks that DOJ and other U.S. enforcers have used in 
their corporate penalty calculations involving financial institutions.[3]  We begin in Section 1 by 
providing a general overview of the potential components of financial penalties imposed by DOJ and 
other U.S. enforcers.  Section 2 includes an analysis of DOJ resolutions involving financial institutions 
over a 10-year period and outliers within that same 10-year period.  Section 3 reviews the enforcement 
resolutions of certain other U.S. enforcers in order to highlight differences in the imposition of financial 
penalties (as discussed below) between those enforcers and DOJ.  Section 4 analyzes recent guidance 
and public statements for a preview of how corporate penalties may be calculated in the near future.  The 
alert concludes by presenting a series of key observations, which a financial institution should bear in 
mind if it finds itself forced to negotiate with DOJ or other U.S. enforcers in connection with a criminal 
or civil enforcement action.  

1. Potential Components of Financial Penalties  

Financial penalties generally consist of some combination of the following three potential 
components:  monetary fines; restitution; and disgorgement.[4]  In calculating financial exposure, it is 
useful to understand the policy objectives and legal underpinnings of each component.  This section 
discusses those objectives and legal underpinnings, and details how DOJ calculates the first component 
(i.e., monetary fines) as part of a criminal resolution. 

a. Fines 

Many federal statutes contain their own fine provisions, including a maximum fine amount.  For 
example, the Bank Fraud statute provides for fines of up to $1 million per violation.[5]  Similarly, the 
mail and wire fraud statutes provide for a $1 million fine per occurrence.[6] 
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It would be a mistake, however, to focus solely on the upper bounds contained in a specific federal statute 
in determining potential financial exposure, as those ranges often bear little resemblance to the penalty 
amount being sought in an enforcement action.  That is because federal law allows DOJ to calculate 
maximum fines as a multiple of the total amount of gross gain or loss attributable to an offense.[7]  Even 
relying on the statutory penalties, an aggressive U.S. enforcer may be able to augment a specific statutory 
range or cap by asserting that there are multiple discrete violations and aggregating those individual 
instances together to increase the potential penalty.  

The practical reality is that U.S. enforcers have broad discretion in assessing the ultimate fine 
amount.  That discretion is generally guided by a set of factors these enforcers consider when settling on 
a monetary penalty.  Each U.S. enforcer has its own set of factors, the application of which is sometimes 
difficult to discern in individual enforcement actions. 

DOJ's determination of an appropriate fine or monetary penalty in a federal criminal investigation is 
driven by the concepts and principles codified in the U.S. Sentencing Guidelines ("Guidelines"), the 
most recent edition of which took effect on November 1, 2018.[8]  Chapter 8 of the Guidelines describes 
the principles used in calculating appropriate criminal fines for organizational or corporate defendants, 
which may be imposed instead of, or in addition to, restitution and/or disgorgement.  As described in 
further detail below, Chapter 8 of the Guidelines includes a number of aggravating or mitigating factors 
that can have a significant impact on the final fine amount.  

A number of U.S. enforcers also publish policies applicable to violations of particular statutory 
provisions.  These policies often offer reductions in the amount of a penalty if and when a corporate 
entity fulfills certain specific criteria.  

One recently promulgated policy is DOJ's FCPA Corporate Enforcement Policy (the "FCPA Policy"), 
which was established as a pilot program in 2016 and formalized in DOJ's Justice Manual in November 
2017.[9]  The FCPA Policy incentivizes organizations to voluntarily self-disclose FCPA violations to 
DOJ.[10]  Under the FCPA Policy's terms, a company's voluntary self-disclosure, full cooperation, and 
timely efforts to remediate alleged misconduct are factors considered when determining whether the 
company qualifies for a mitigated penalty, which can range from a declination (i.e., a decision not to 
impose a fine at all), to a flat 50-percent reduction off the low end of the potential fines imposed where 
"aggravating factors" are present (e.g., the involvement of executive management).[11]  Not all factors 
need be present for a company to qualify for mitigation of the ultimate penalty.  For example, a company 
that fails to self-disclose, but which otherwise cooperates fully and makes remediation efforts, may still 
qualify to receive a fine reduction of up to 25 percent.  The FCPA Policy includes a set of detailed 
standards that specifically set forth what constitutes voluntary self-disclosure and full cooperation, and 
describe the basic requirements for a company to receive full credit for timely and appropriate 
remediation.  We discussed voluntary self-disclosure by financial institutions in greater detail in our July 
2018 Defense of Financial Institutions Client Alert. 
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b. Restitution 

Restitution is an equitable remedy in criminal actions brought by U.S. enforcers.  Restitution is intended 
to compensate alleged victims based on the amount of their loss.[12]  In civil and administrative actions, 
restitution is available when a defendant is alleged to have violated a statute that provides for equitable 
remedies.  In these types of actions, a court looks to the statutory system under which a remedy is sought 
and determines its authority to order equitable relief.  Many state and federal statutes—such as the 1933 
Securities Act and the 1934 Exchange Act—expressly confer equity jurisdiction on the courts.  Even 
when a statute is unclear regarding the scope of the grant of authority to issue equitable relief, courts 
have taken an expansive view of their implied powers to provide equitable relief.[13] 

As discussed in greater detail below, in the criminal context, DOJ will use the Guidelines to calculate 
restitution amounts.  The Guidelines mandate restitution for all federal offenses, except under certain 
circumstances.   

c. Disgorgement 

Disgorgement is also an equitable remedy, but, unlike restitution, disgorgement focuses on the defendant 
(not the alleged victim) in an enforcement action.[14]  Specifically, disgorgement is intended to deprive 
the defendant of its profits or other gain associated with the alleged conduct that is the subject of the 
enforcement action.  

As with restitution, in the criminal context, the Guidelines expressly address disgorgement as a 
component of the sentencing process.[15]  Generally, however, restitution takes precedence over 
disgorgement, such that disgorgement may appropriately be viewed as a supplemental penalty imposed 
if and when a defendant retains any gains after restitution has been imposed.[16] 

Although disgorgement has traditionally been secondary to restitution in criminal proceedings, DOJ 
recently has sought disgorgement through its FCPA Policy as a primary remedy in FCPA enforcement 
actions.  In particular, DOJ has taken this novel approach by issuing resolutions involving declinations 
with disgorgement.[17]   

DOJ appears poised to extend this new approach in seeking declination-with-disgorgement resolutions 
beyond the FCPA context, potentially increasing the number of DOJ resolutions seeking disgorgement 
as the sole remedy.  In September 2018, DOJ reached a declination-with-disgorgement resolution with 
Barclays Bank PLC after an investigation involving fraud and market manipulation allegations.  In 
publicly discussing this resolution, the Principal Deputy Assistant Attorney General of the DOJ's 
Criminal Division and the then Chief of DOJ's Securities and Financial Fraud Unit stated that DOJ would 
consider declination-with-disgorgement resolutions in cases involving federal laws other than the FCPA, 
including the False Claims Act, the Dodd-Frank Act, and the Sarbanes-Oxley Act.[18]   
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d. Calculating the Fine under the Guidelines 

The Guidelines contain aggravating and mitigating factors that are used to determine a fine range.  These 
factors present opportunities for principled advocacy to explain why a particular enhancement is not 
warranted or, conversely, why a mitigating factor should be applied that would decrease the fine.  

In advocating for how specific factors contribute to a given fine calculation, financial institutions can 
rely on a number of sources, including: 

• the text of the Guidelines themselves and the interpretive guidance contained in their application 
notes;  

• case law, which is fairly limited given how infrequently organizations choose to litigate criminal 
cases; and  

• the precedent established by prior criminal resolutions.  

Of these, prior resolutions can be very significant.  For that reason, financial institutions should seek to 
demonstrate that the application of relevant factors within the Guidelines is consistent with how 
similarly-situated organizations have been treated by DOJ.  Alternatively, financial institutions should 
seek to demonstrate that the result sought by the U.S. enforcer is inconsistent with prior cases, 
particularly when negotiating with government attorneys responsible for a wider range of enforcement 
matters, such as with one of the U.S. Attorney's Offices most active in the corporate enforcement arena.   

We begin with an overview of the framework for calculating organizational fines under Chapter 8 of the 
Guidelines and then include a more detailed analysis of three of the most commonly used variables—
prior history, the role of management, and placement within the resulting Guidelines range—that feed 
into the final fine calculation.  The overview and detailed analysis of each variable concludes with a 
discussion of potential advocacy points that financial institutions can utilize in negotiating DOJ 
resolutions. 

i. Overview of Criminal Fine Calculations under Chapter 8 of the Guidelines 

The determination of an appropriate criminal fine begins with the calculation of the base fine.  The base 
fine represents the greatest of: 

• the amount correlating to the offense level calculated under the relevant section the 
Guidelines;[19] 

• the pecuniary gain to the organization; or  

• the pecuniary loss caused by the organization, to the extent it was caused intentionally, 
knowingly, or recklessly.[20] 
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Section 8C2.4(d) contains a fine table with base fines ranging from $8,500 to $150,000,000 depending 
on the offense level calculated under the Chapter 2 of the Guidelines.  However, the pecuniary gain or 
loss involved in the alleged misconduct at hand often will exceed that number and will therefore serve 
as the base fine.  

To determine the applicable fine range, the base fine will be multiplied by a figure determined based on 
the "culpability score."  The culpability score begins at a base level of five,[21] and can be increased or 
decreased based on certain "aggravating" or "mitigating" factors.[22]  The resulting culpability score 
determines the multiplier applicable to the base fine in order to determine the fine range, which can vary 
from as low as a multiplier of 0.05 for a culpability score of zero or below, to as high as a multiplier of 
4.0 for a culpability score of 10 or above.[23]   

As the broad range of available multipliers suggests, even a modest change in culpability score can 
drastically affect the resulting penalty amount.  For example, in a matter with a $100 million base fine, 
a single point culpability score increase from five to six raises the top-end fine by $40 million, from 
$200 million to $240 million.  This fine amount is independent of the restitution, disgorgement, and any 
other financial components of the contemplated resolution.  Given the significant effect of the culpability 
score on the resulting penalty, financial institutions should arm themselves with principled arguments to 
explain why a particular culpability score factor should (or should not) be applied.  

There are three aspects of the fine calculation that often are relevant to financial institutions:  the 
organization's prior history of allegedly similar misconduct; the extent to which a sentence can be 
enhanced or reduced based on the role of management; and the placement of the fine amount within the 
applicable fine range. 

ii. Prior History Enhancement 

Chapter 8 of the Guidelines provides a two-point enhancement in culpability score if "the organization 
(or a separately managed line of business) committed any part of the instant offense less than 5 years 
after (A) a criminal adjudication based on similar misconduct; or (B) civil or administrative 
adjudication(s) based on two or more separate instances of similar misconduct."[24]  An organization 
can be subject to a one-point enhancement if either of these conditions occurred within the last 10 years 
prior to the alleged misconduct.[25]   

As financial institutions—particularly large, diversified organizations with several different business 
lines—may be subject to a wide range of regulatory or enforcement actions, it is important to understand 
the nuances of this enhancement to make arguments against its imposition.  The most salient aspects of 
this enhancement and the advocacy points most relevant for each are as follows:  

• Policy Justification:  The organizational Guidelines do not specify the rationale for the prior 
history enhancement, but the guidance underlying analogous sections of the individual 
Guidelines roots this enhancement in the principles that recidivists are more culpable than first 
offenders and that stronger enforcement for repeat offenses acts as a general deterrent.[26]  Based 
on this yardstick, financial institutions can argue that recidivism concerns are misplaced if the 
government is relying on prior regulatory actions or findings—those regulatory actions serve 
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different purposes than enforcement actions and should not properly be considered prior criminal 
history. 

• "Adjudication:"  The Guidelines do not define what types of regulatory actions qualify as a prior 
"civil or administrative adjudication."[27]  Other sources suggest the most salient characteristic 
of an adjudication is its adversarial nature.[28]  Based on this principle, financial institutions can 
potentially argue that administrative consent decrees (in which a party negotiates with the 
enforcer on how it will address a prior compliance deficiency or potential violation) and 
regulatory audits (which by their nature identify areas of improvement) should not serve as the 
basis of a sentencing enhancement, particularly where the organization has complied with the 
terms of the consent order or remediated the issues identified in the audit.  The specific and 
nuanced wording of individual consent decrees and audits can often aid with advancing this 
argument. 

• Timing of Prior History:  Given the lengthy time span and multi-agency aspect of many 
enforcement inquiries involving financial institutions, any regulatory action involving similar 
misconduct must be issued prior to the instant alleged misconduct to justify the imposition of 
this enhancement.[29]  As such, the conduct underlying a prior regulatory adjudication should 
not both be part of the alleged misconduct forming the basis for the resolution and the basis for 
a prior history enhancement. 

• Similar Misconduct:  For the prior history enhancement to be applied, the prior criminal, civil, 
and/or administrative adjudication(s) must be based on "similar misconduct" to the alleged 
misconduct in the instant case.[30]  The Guidelines define "similar misconduct" broadly to mean 
"prior conduct that is similar in nature to the conduct underlying the instant offense," giving the 
example of Medicare fraud and another type of fraud,[31] and case law supports this broad 
interpretation.[32]  Nonetheless, organizations should be prepared to substantively distinguish 
the alleged misconduct from the conduct forming the basis of the alleged "prior adjudication(s)."  

• "Separately Managed Lines of Business:"  The prior history enhancement applies if "an 
organization (or separately managed line of business)" was subject to a prior adjudication based 
on similar misconduct.[33]  The Guidelines indicate that a "separately managed line of business" 
may include a corporate subsidiary or division,[34] and that in determining the prior history of a 
separately managed line of business, the enforcer should only consider the history of that 
separately managed line of business.[35]  Thus, financial institutions could seek to demonstrate 
that a prior action involved a different subsidiary or unit than the component(s) involved in the 
current matter.   

In addition to the specific terms of this provision of the Guidelines, organizations may advocate against 
the application of the prior history enhancement based on its infrequent historical application in prior 
corporate criminal resolutions.  According to aggregate annual statistics published by the U.S. 
Sentencing Commission, the prior history enhancement has been applied in a mere 1.39 percent (12 of 
865) cases involving detailed organizational sentencing calculations between 2006 and 2017.[36]  To go 
beyond data available at sentencing, we have reviewed 119 major corporate resolutions (including guilty 
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pleas, deferred prosecution agreements ("DPAs"), and non-prosecution agreements ("NPAs")) since the 
beginning of 2008,[37] and have identified only four resolutions in which a one- or two-point 
enhancement for prior history was applied.[38]  The circumstances of these resolutions suggest that DOJ 
will generally apply this enhancement only for cases involving clear instances of recidivism in breach 
of a prior resolution arising from the same type of misconduct.   

iii. Sentencing Enhancements or Reductions Based on Management's Role 

In recent years, U.S. enforcers have emphasized the importance of "corporate culture," particularly as it 
relates to the "tone at the top" set by an organization's senior management.  In the compliance context, 
the theory is that if an organization's top management demonstrates a firm commitment to ensuring that 
the company complies with its legal and regulatory obligations—which must go beyond simply 
establishing written policies and procedures on paper—this emphasis will filter down to rank-and-file 
employees, ensuring a higher level of overall compliance.  Conversely, DOJ takes the view that if 
management fails to adequately invest in compliance and emphasizes profitability above all else, line 
employees throughout the organization will see compliance as an obstacle rather than as a point of 
emphasis. 

The alleged role of management is one of the largest drivers of an organization's culpability 
score.  Organizations may be subject to a culpability score enhancement of up to five points if either "(i) 
high-level personnel of the organization [or unit] participated in, condoned, or was willfully ignorant of 
the offense; or (ii) tolerance of the offense by substantial authority personnel was pervasive throughout 
the organization [or organizational unit]."[39]  According to the Guidelines, the magnitude of the 
enhancement is based on the total headcount of the culpable organization (or unit) because the larger the 
organization, the more significant the consequences of management's complicity or willful ignorance of 
misconduct, and the more substantial the risk that misconduct in one area will spread to the rest of the 
organization.[40]  Based on the significant impact that the role of management can play in the calculation 
of a monetary fine, financial institutions should consider the following advocacy points. 

• Determining the Relevant Organization or Unit:  The biggest driver of the culpability score 
enhancement for management involvement is the size of the organization or unit implicated in 
the alleged misconduct.  Therefore, financial institutions should seek to precisely define what 
unit(s) or division(s) were implicated in the conduct at issue and which were not, and 
consequently should argue for an enhancement based on that more limited scope (if it is 
appropriate to impose one at all).  Recent corporate criminal resolutions involving only specific 
units or subsidiaries of large, multinational companies suggest that DOJ is receptive to these 
arguments and will resolve a matter with only the culpable unit(s) if doing so is warranted by the 
facts.[41]   

• "Willful Ignorance:"  This enhancement may be applied if a high-level manager "participated in, 
condoned, or was willfully ignorant of the offense."[42]  The Guidelines definition indicates that 
an individual is willfully ignorant if "the individual did not investigate the possible occurrence 
of unlawful conduct despite knowledge of circumstances that would lead a reasonable person to 
investigate whether unlawful conduct had occurred."[43]  This fairly flexible definition—
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suggesting that mere failure to investigate the reasonable possibility of unlawful conduct will 
suffice—is in tension with recent Supreme Court precedent defining willful ignorance as 
characterized by employees' efforts to "deliberately shield[] themselves from clear evidence of 
critical facts that are strongly suggested by the circumstances."[44]  Given the non-mandatory 
nature of the Guidelines following the Supreme Court's decision in United States v. Booker,[45] 
organizations should advocate that the Supreme Court's more exacting standard be applied. 

• Definition of an "Effective Compliance and Ethics Program:"  The Guidelines call for a three-
point reduction in an organization's culpability score if the organization had an "effective 
compliance and ethics program" in place at the time the offense occurred.[46]  This is a credit 
that is generally unavailable to organizations subject to the enhancement for management 
involvement.[47]  The Guidelines define this program by reference to seven "minimal" features 
needed to show that the organization "exercise[s] due diligence to prevent and detect criminal 
conduct" and "promote[s] an organizational culture that encourages ethical conduct and a 
commitment to compliance with the law."[48]  The Guidelines further indicate that an ethics and 
compliance program must be "generally effective" at detecting and preventing criminal conduct, 
based on applicable industry and regulatory standards, the size and sophistication of the 
organization, and the organization's history of prior misconduct.[49] 

• Precedential Application of the Compliance and Ethics Program Reduction:  A review of all 
corporate sentencings between 2006 and 2017 indicates that a mere 5 of 860 (0.58 percent) of 
corporate defendants received this three-point credit.[50]  Given the emphasis over the last 
twenty years on corporate compliance, the paucity of companies qualifying for an effective 
compliance program is discouraging.  The infrequency with which organizations receive this 
credit at sentencing should not, however, prevent financial institutions from advocating for this 
credit in a pre-charge resolution, particularly since arguments about the state of a company's 
compliance controls are relevant to placement in the fine range and may have implications for 
other civil or administrative proceedings. 

iv. Placement of the Penalty Within the Fine Range 

Even after DOJ calculates and establishes the key inputs of a financial penalty under the Guidelines (i.e., 
the base fine and culpability score), DOJ retains a potentially significant degree of discretion in situating 
a penalty within the resulting fine range.  

The Guidelines identify 11 factors that DOJ should consider in determining the appropriate placement 
of a penalty in the fine range.[51]  The Guidelines further indicate that DOJ may consider "the relative 
importance of any factor used to determine the range," including the amount of pecuniary loss or gain, 
specific offense characteristics, or the aggravating or mitigating factors used to calculate the culpability 
score.[52]  Thus, DOJ has significant latitude in advocating for the placement of the fine relative to the 
range. 

Despite the seeming flexibility DOJ has in setting an appropriate fine relative to the applicable range, in 
practice, most fines are situated at or in some cases substantially below the lower end of the fine 
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range.[53]  In some cases, companies were fined at or below the low end of the range as part of an 
articulated enforcement program that leads to different results than those suggested by Guidelines 
§ 8C2.8.   

For one example, the DPA for the DOJ Tax Division's recent Swiss Bank Program $98 million resolution 
with Zürcher Kantonalbank ("ZKB"), filed in August 2018, highlighted that the bank's cooperation credit 
was reduced because it discouraged two indicted, separately represented bankers from cooperating with 
U.S. authorities, contributing to the employees' decision to resist cooperating with the government's 
investigation for about two years.[54]  Notwithstanding this seemingly imperfect cooperation, ZKB's 
$35 million penalty represented a 50 percent discount below the bottom of the applicable fine range in 
recognition of its "substantial cooperation" with the investigation.[55]  For that reason, advocacy 
regarding the fine calculation should focus on the underlying basis for the base fine and the principles 
that feed into the culpability score, since those inputs will determine the range, and there will be ample 
precedent supporting a bottom-range or below-range fine. 

2. How DOJ Utilizes the Financial Penalty Components in Practice 

To understand how the three potential components—fine, restitution, and disgorgement—play out in 
practice, we analyzed 10-years' worth of DOJ resolutions involving financial institutions.  In addition, 
we make reference to DOJ's most notable resolutions in 2018 involving financial institutions.  Finally, 
to illuminate how DOJ can exercise complete discretion in calculating the penalties for a particular case 
in a manner that is either higher or lower than those penalties imposed in similar cases, we review DOJ 
resolutions where the financial penalties assessed were outliers in comparison to the majority of DOJ 
resolutions over the last 10 years. 

a. 10-Year Review of DOJ Resolutions Involving Financial Institutions 

We have identified 143 resolutions where DOJ assessed a penalty to a financial institution between 2008 
to 2018.[56]  The findings below relate only to the penalties assessed by DOJ—not other U.S. 
enforcers.  It is not uncommon, however, particularly in larger resolutions, for financial institutions to 
enter into a global structure that includes resolutions with multiple U.S. agencies—both at the federal 
and state levels—and even foreign regulatory enforcement agencies.  The data and analysis in this 
subsection is limited to the penalty assessed by DOJ itself since that amount tends to be the largest single 
driver of financial exposure.  

Chart 1 below illustrates how frequently DOJ uses restitution, disgorgement/forfeiture, fines, or a mix 
of these penalties in resolutions with financial institutions. 
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Chart 1  

 

Chart 1 illustrates that approximately 68 percent of the resolutions that DOJ has entered into with 
financial institutions in the past decade have involved only a fine, without any disgorgement or restitution 
component.  Part of the explanation for this high percentage is that there were approximately 80 NPAs 
between DOJ and certain Swiss banks as part of a special DOJ program.  These resolutions only involved 
a fine.  However, fine-only resolutions are not limited to the Swiss bank context.  Resolutions between 
DOJ and financial institutions in matters resolving allegations of fraud or manipulation of the London 
Inter-bank Offered Rate ("LIBOR"), for instance, often involve only a fine component.  As such, 
resolutions involving only a fine are quite common.  
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By contrast, resolutions involving only restitution are incredibly rare, occurring just 1.4 percent of the 
time.  Meanwhile, resolutions involving only disgorgement—which occur 14 percent of the time—are 
somewhat more common but still relatively rare.  The data also demonstrates that it is not uncommon 
for DOJ resolutions with financial institutions to involve multiple penalty components.  Approximately 
16 percent of DOJ resolutions involve more than one penalty component.[57]  

If we analyze the amount of the penalties that DOJ assessed using each of these components, the 
importance of disgorgement and forfeiture as a penalty component becomes clearer.  Chart 2 illustrates 
the total amount of financial penalties DOJ has assessed to financial institutions using each penalty 
component between 2008 and 2018.  

Chart 2  
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As the data in Chart 2 shows, forfeiture and disgorgement account for nearly 61 percent of the dollars 
DOJ has assessed in penalties to financial institutions in the past decade, nearly twice as much as through 
fines alone.  A key factor that helps explain this data is that forfeiture has been the only, if not the 
predominant, penalty component in many of the largest resolutions between DOJ and financial 
institutions in the past decade.  Indeed, of the seven largest resolutions with DOJ in the past 10 years, 
disgorgement or forfeiture accounted for the majority of the financial penalty amounts.  For example, 
forfeiture comprised $8,833,600,000 of the $8,973,600,000 penalty in BNP Paribas' 2014 sanctions 
resolution, and the entire penalty in HSBC's $1.256 billion 2012 sanctions resolution, JP Morgan's 2014 
$1.7 billion BSA resolution, and Société Générale S.A.'s 2018 $717 million sanctions resolution.  

b. Notable 2018 Resolutions 

In 2018, there were 13 resolutions between DOJ and financial institutions in which the overall financial 
penalty was more than $5 million.[58]  Five of the 13 involved penalties over $100 million, including 
the second largest penalty ever imposed on a financial institution for alleged violations of U.S. economic 
sanctions.  Gibson  Dunn's 2018 Year-End NPA/DPA update offers a detailed analysis of these 
resolutions. 

c. Outlier Resolutions 

When assessing how U.S. enforcers might assess penalties in a particular case, it is worth analyzing 
penalties that fall outside of the norm in order to understand whether the conduct at issue in a particular 
matter might carry significantly more or less financial exposure.  This subsection discusses two notable 
outliers, which illuminate how U.S. enforcers can exercise discretion in calculating the penalties for a 
particular case in a manner that is either higher or lower than those penalties imposed in similar cases.  At 
the high end, DOJ's $8.9 billion resolution with BNP Paribas remains the largest criminal penalty 
assessed to date against a financial institution.  This DOJ resolution was notable not only in terms of the 
overall size of the penalty, but also in the way that it was calculated.  At the low end, DOJ resolutions 
with "Category Two" banks as part of DOJ's Swiss Bank Program (as further discussed in the subsection 
below) were significantly less aggressive in terms of the way in which DOJ calculated financial penalties. 

i. On the High End – BNP Paribas 

In June 2014, BNP Paribas pled guilty to violating U.S. sanctions laws, agreeing to pay total financial 
penalties of $8.9 billion.[59]  This remains the largest criminal penalty that the United States has ever 
imposed on a financial institution or any other organization.  Of that $8.9 billion, BNP Paribas agreed to 
forfeit $8.8336 billion and pay a fine of $140 million.[60]  In addition to the sheer magnitude of the 
penalty, the way in which DOJ calculated the penalty was notable in two respects.  First, the forfeiture 
amount represented "the amount of proceeds traceable to the violations" set forth in the charging 
document.[61]  In other words, BNP Paribas was required to forfeit one dollar for every dollar that it 
cleared in a transaction violating U.S. sanctions laws, even though the bank only received a very small 
commission for clearing that dollar.  Second, the $140 million fine that DOJ assessed against BNP 
Paribas represented "twice the amount of pecuniary gain to [BNP Paribas] as a result of the offense 
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conduct."[62]  Thus, BNP Paribas's fine was two times the amount of profits it received from this 
activity.  

It is quite rare for a penalty to include both a one-to-one forfeiture ratio (particularly in cases involving 
the violation of economic sanctions) and a two-to-one disgorgement ratio.  This extreme penalty may 
have reflected DOJ's perception of the egregiousness of BNP Paribas's alleged conduct and its level of 
cooperation.  Regarding its conduct, the bank cleared over $8.8 billion through the U.S. financial system 
that allegedly violated U.S. sanctions laws.[63]  It also continued to clear U.S. dollar transactions 
allegedly in violation of the Cuba embargo, according to DOJ, "long after it was clear that such business 
was illegal."[64]  Moreover, the bank continued clearing transactions allegedly in violation of U.S. 
sanctions on Iran "nearly two years after the bank had commenced an internal investigation into its 
sanctions compliance and pledged to cooperate with the [g]overnment."[65]  Ultimately, as the Assistant 
Attorney General for DOJ's Criminal Division explained, "BNP Paribas flouted U.S. sanctions laws to 
an unprecedented extreme, concealed its tracks, and then chose not to fully cooperate with U.S. law 
enforcement, leading to a criminal guilty plea and nearly $9 billion penalty."[66] 

ii. On the Low End – Swiss Bank Program 

In contrast to the BNP Paribas resolution, the total penalties that DOJ assessed in enforcement resolutions 
under its Swiss Bank Program with "Category Two" banks were on average less than five percent of the 
undeclared U.S. assets that these banks maintained. 

As noted above, DOJ's Swiss Bank Program allowed Swiss banks to resolve potential criminal liabilities 
in the United States by voluntarily disclosing undeclared U.S. accounts held at their banks.[67]  There 
were four categories of banks covered under the Swiss Bank Program.  Category One banks were under 
active criminal investigation and thus ineligible for the program.[68]  Category Two banks were those 
that had "reason to believe" that they may have committed tax-related offenses under U.S. law.[69]  

Since the program began, DOJ has entered into 81 NPAs with Swiss banks.[70]  The vast majority of 
these NPAs were with Category Two banks.  In NPAs with Category Two banks, DOJ agreed to 
significantly more modest penalty calculations.  The NPAs generally disclose in the statement of facts 
the aggregate value of the U.S.-related accounts that the bank maintained and did not disclose.  The 
average penalty assessed in NPAs with Category Two banks was approximately three percent of the 
aggregate value of the undisclosed accounts.    

3. Other U.S. Enforcers  

In addition to DOJ, other U.S. enforcers impose monetary fines against financial institutions and other 
organizations for violations of relevant federal laws and regulations.  These other U.S. enforcers' 
frameworks for calculating financial penalties, however, are not as well-defined as DOJ's framework 
under the Guidelines.  In the subsections below, we highlight 2018 resolutions imposed by the OCC and 
the FRB.  What becomes most apparent in analyzing these resolutions is that certain U.S. enforcers only 
impose fines (and not restitution or disgorgement penalties). 
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a. 2018 OCC Resolutions 

In 2018, the OCC entered into seven resolutions with financial institutions where involving a settlement 
amount of $10 million or greater.  In addition to the penalties that the OCC assessed to U.S. Bank 
(discussed in the 2018 DPA/NPA mid-year alert) and Rabobank NA, it also assessed two other notable 
penalties over $50 million in 2018.  First, Wells Fargo, National Association, entered into an order with 
the OCC, which included a $500 million in civil money penalties to resolve matters regarding the bank's 
compliance risk management program and past practices.[71]  This penalty matched the largest penalty 
that the OCC has ever issued.  In addition, the bank submitted a plan for the management of remediation 
activities conducted by the bank.  Second, in October 2018, the OCC issued a consent order against 
Capital One Bank (U.S.A.), N.A., in which it assessed a $100 million civil penalty.[72]  This consent 
order was issued for BSA/AML violations, including violating a 2015 Consent Order.[73]  The fines in 
these OCC resolutions only included fines (i.e., the OCC did not include restitution or disgorgement).  

b. 2018 Federal Reserve Board Resolutions 

In 2018, the FRB issued five cease-and-desist orders, 12 civil monetary penalties, and three resolutions 
that included both a cease-and-desist order and a civil monetary penalty to financial institutions.  These 
three resolutions were the SocGen sanctions resolution, the U.S. Bank BSA/AML resolution (both 
referenced above), and a $54.75 million settlement with The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. resolving 
allegations surrounding the bank's foreign exchange trading business.[74]  All of these financial 
penalties were composed entirely of fines.  

4. Forward-Looking Guidance from Enforcers 

Recent guidance by U.S. enforcers provides helpful clues as to how they will approach financial penalties 
for corporations.  In particular, enforcers have been focused on enhancing inter-agency coordination in 
order to avoid imposing duplicative penalties. 

a. Recent Guidance 

One example of a written policy is DOJ's Justice Manual, which contains guidance with respect to the 
bringing of criminal actions against organizations and penalties associated with those actions.  The 
Justice Manual lists factors DOJ should consider in determining whether and how to charge a corporate 
entity, such as the nature of the offense, the "pervasiveness of the wrongdoing," the "history of similar 
misconduct," the "adequacy and effectiveness of the corporation's compliance program," among 
others.[75]  The Justice Manual also specifically outlines how voluntary self-disclosure and cooperation 
may affect the outcome of a criminal action against a legal entity, much like we discussed earlier in the 
context of the FCPA Policy.[76]   

In another example, the OCC issues written policies and guidance with respect to civil monetary 
penalties in its Policies and Procedures Manual ("PPM"), most recently updated on November 13, 
2018.[77]  In the PPM, the OCC lays out the factors it considers in determining penalty amounts, 
including:  "(1) the size of financial resources and good faith of the institution . . .  charged; (2) the 
gravity of the violation; (3) the history of previous violations; and (4) such other matters as justice may 
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require," as well as 13 additional factors set forth in an Interagency Policy issued by the Federal Financial 
Institutions Examination Council ("FFIEC") in 1998.[78]  The OCC includes matrices as appendices to 
the PPM, which apply "factor scores" to the different factors considered in determining an appropriate 
penalty.  Although these matrices "are only guidance" and "do not reduce the [penalty] process to a 
mathematical equation and are not a substitute for sound supervisory judgment," they provide guidance 
and may give financial institutions a sense of how the factors are weighed when the OCC considers a 
monetary penalty.[79]   

The FDIC publishes a similar matrix and issues guidance on the factors it considers when imposing 
penalties.  These factors are essentially the same as those considered by the OCC, which is unsurprising 
due to the coordination of the federal banking regulators through the FFIEC.[80]   

Further guidance—although nonbinding—regularly comes in the form of speeches at conferences and 
events by DOJ and other officials.  Given the flexibility and judgment calls involved in each decision, 
however, any review or estimate of financial exposure must include a review of the enforcement actions 
brought by these agencies in order to glean which factors will be applied and how they will be weighted. 

b. Recent Guidance Focused on Inter-Agency Coordination 

Although many different U.S. enforcers have the authority to impose financial penalties, there have been 
efforts to coordinate resolutions between these agencies and, in some cases, to attempt to avoid 
duplicative fines.  For example, in May 2018, Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein announced a 
new DOJ Policy on Coordination of Corporate Resolution Penalties, which was then incorporated into 
the Justice Manual.[81]  This policy—commonly referred to as the "Anti-Piling On Policy"—seeks to 
avoid the unnecessary "piling on" of duplicative criminal and civil penalties and to encourage 
cooperation among enforcement agencies both within DOJ as well as between DOJ and other domestic 
and foreign enforcers.  The new Anti-Piling On Policy encourages DOJ to coordinate with other 
enforcers when considering appropriate penalties, listing specific factors that may lead to the imposition 
of multiple penalties, including:  (1) "the egregiousness of a company's misconduct;" (2) "statutory 
mandates regarding penalties, fines, and/or forfeitures;" (3) "the risk of unwarranted delay in achieving 
a final resolution;" and (4) "the timeliness of a company's disclosures and its cooperation" with DOJ.[82]   

In Rosenstein's May 9, 2018 speech announcing the policy, he explicitly referred to coordination with 
the SEC, the CFTC, the FRB, the FDIC, the OCC, and OFAC, and stressed that "[b]y working with other 
agencies . . . our Department is better able to detect sophisticated financial fraud schemes and deploy 
adequate penalties and remedies to ensure market integrity."[83]  In practice, the Anti-Piling On Policy 
does not reflect a major shift in DOJ's approach, as DOJ had already been coordinating with other U.S. 
enforcers on many matters.  However, this new official policy does formalize and reduce to writing 
DOJ's commitment to coordination.   

We have seen DOJ's new Anti-Piling On Policy play out in a number of resolutions over the past 
year.  For example, in recent resolutions involving U.S. Bank and Rabobank NA (both referenced 
above), the various U.S. enforcers acknowledged and credited fines imposed by others.  While the 
Rabobank NA and U.S. Bank resolutions occurred before the official announcement of the Anti-Piling 
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On Policy, they reflect the same coordination principles and appeared consistent with Rosenstein's 
November 2017 remarks indicating that DOJ had intended to apply those principles going 
forward.  More recently, in the June 2018 SocGen FCPA and LIBOR DPA discussed above, DOJ 
credited the penalty paid to a foreign regulator—the Parquet National Financier—reducing its imposed 
fine by 50 percent on that basis.[84]  

Other U.S. enforcers have not yet officially announced parallel policies but many have demonstrated the 
same crediting of fines imposed by other agencies.  For example, the SEC in recent speeches has 
addressed its desire to work with other enforcers and to take into consideration other enforcement 
actions.  On May 11, 2018, just two days after the announcement of DOJ's Anti-Piling On Policy, SEC 
Commissioner Hester Peirce remarked at a conference that "[a]nother way to conserve resources for 
matters most in need of our enforcement attention is to work with other regulators and the criminal 
authorities" and that "[i]n deciding whether to pursue a matter, the Enforcement Division . . . can take 
into consideration whether other regulatory or criminal authorities are looking at the same 
conduct."[85]  This plays out in the amount of penalties imposed in addition to the decision to bring an 
action in the first place.  For example, in a July 2018 FCPA resolution with CSHK (discussed above), 
the SEC imposed disgorgement and accrued interest amounts totaling approximately $30 million, but 
did not require a separate fine, crediting the $47 million criminal penalty paid to DOJ.[86]  

Along the same lines, in June 2018, the FFIEC rescinded a previous policy statement from 1997 and 
replaced it with a new inter-agency policy reflecting coordination in enforcement actions against 
financial institutions by the OCC, the FRB, and the FDIC.[87]  This new policy reflects the same goal 
of coordinating actions and resolutions in order to avoid the piling on of duplicative monetary fines. 

Despite the efforts of agencies to coordinate and credit penalties imposed by others, the SocGen 
sanctions-related enforcement action discussed above does not appear to have involved credits by the 
settling agencies for fines paid to others.  In reaching the global resolution of $1.4 billion, DOJ did not 
credit payments to other U.S. enforcers and in fact referred to "separate agreements" under which 
SocGen "shall pay additional penalties."[88]  Similarly, the OFAC Enforcement Information referred to 
the global settlement involving resolutions with DOJ, the FRB, the New York County District Attorney's 
Office, the U.S. Attorney's Office for the Southern District of New York, and the New York Department 
of Financial Services, but did not credit any of the other fines in assessing its penalty of nearly $54 
million.[89]  OFAC has not publicly stated whether it is moving away from the crediting of payment to 
other enforcers or whether the SocGen resolution is an outlier.[90]  In any event, it is still too soon to 
know whether the trends toward cooperation and the avoiding of duplicative penalties will reduce the 
total penalty paid by an organization facing a multi-agency enforcement action. 

5. Conclusion 

Although most financial penalties in civil and criminal matters may contain the same potential 
components (i.e., fines, restitution, and/or disgorgement) as seen in the majority of DOJ corporate 
resolutions over a 10-year period, there can be significant variance in how these components are 
calculated.  
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Additionally, although the determination of any base fine or penalty is driven by specific principles and 
elements for the sentencing of organizations in the Guidelines, these principles and elements will be 
informed by the facts that are the subject of any government investigation.  Often conduct can be viewed 
as implicating different statutes and violations.  For example, most alleged violations can be viewed 
according to the underlying problem (e.g., sanctions) as well as AML.  When negotiating with U.S. 
enforcers, financial institutions, and their counsel should consider how best to shape the narrative around 
the scope of the alleged misconduct and how those enforcers view different statutory violations.  By 
advocating effectively in this regard, a financial institution can position itself to reduce its potential 
financial penalty or even take advantage of a program designed to encourage cooperation (e.g., FCPA 
Policy). 

Financial institutions should also consider that fine calculations can be adjusted up or down based on 
culpability scores, prior history enhancements, and the role of management in the alleged 
misconduct.  Financial institutions should accordingly be prepared to make principled arguments rooted 
in the facts of the instant case and be familiar with the outcomes of other analogous cases in order to 
appeal to relevant organizational precedent.  Nonetheless, although the Guidelines' principles are helpful 
in determining an organization's exposure to a potential criminal penalty, financial institutions should be 
mindful of the significant discretion prosecutors wield in determining whether to apply a given 
enhancement or reduction and in situating the penalty amount within the applicable fine range.  

Finally, financial institutions should also keep in mind these criminal sentencing principles when 
negotiating civil or administrative resolutions.  For example, by negotiating for language explicitly 
disclaiming that a cease-and-desist order or consent decree should be regarded as a "civil or 
administrative adjudication," a financial institution may limit its exposure to the prior history aggravating 
factor in potential future criminal actions.  

We believe that it is essential for our financial institution clients to understand their potential financial 
exposure when assessing matters involving DOJ or other U.S. enforcers.  We hope this publication serves 
as a helpful primer on this issue, and look forward to addressing other topics that raise unique issues for 
financial institutions in this rapidly-evolving area in future editions. 

 

[1] Throughout this alert, we generally use the term "U.S. enforcers" to refer to U.S. regulatory 
agencies and departments, which bring criminal or civil enforcement against persons for violations of 
federal law.   

[2] We use the terms "corporate entity" and "organization" to refer to non-individual persons subject 
to investigation by enforcers, regardless of the specific legal structure of a given 
organization.  Throughout this client alert, we use the two terms interchangeably.  For example, in 
several places, we refer to a penalty imposed against a financial institution or other organization simply 
as a "corporate penalty" for ease of reference. 

[3] This alert also discusses other U.S. enforcers and regulatory agencies, including the U.S. 
Department of Treasury's Office of Foreign Assets Control ("OFAC"), the U.S. Department of Treasury's 
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Financial Crimes Enforcement Network ("FinCEN"), the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency 
("OCC"), the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC"), the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission ("CFTC"), and the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System ("FRB"). 

[4] For the purposes of this client alert, forfeiture is considered as a form of disgorgement.  As noted 
below, forfeiture is a unique driver of financial institution liability, and the complexities it presents will 
be the focus of a future Developments in the Defense of Financial Institutions client alert.   

[5] 18 U.S.C. § 1344. 

[6] 18 U.S.C. §§ 1341, 1343.  

[7] See, e.g., 18 U.S.C. § 3571(d), which provides that a defendant may be fined up to twice the gross 
gain or gross loss attributable to an offense. 

[8] This citation to the Guidelines in this client alert is drawn from the 2018 edition of the U.S. 
Sentencing Guidelines Manual, a publication of the United States Sentencing Commission, available at 
https://www.ussc.gov/sites/default/files/pdf/guidelines-manual/2018/GLMFull.pdf. 

[9] U.S. Dep't of Justice, Justice Manual §  9-47.120 (2017), available at 
https://www.justice.gov/jm/jm-9-47000-foreign-corrupt-practices-act-1977#9-47.120.  We discussed 
the FCPA Policy in greater detail in our 2017 Year-End FCPA Update. 

[10] Id.; see also Rod J. Rosenstein, Deputy Att'y Gen., Deputy Attorney General Rosenstein Delivers 
Remarks at the 34th International Conference on the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (Nov. 29, 2017), 
https://www.justice.gov/opa/speech/deputy-attorney-general-rosenstein-delivers-remarks-34th-
international-conference-foreign/.  

[11] U.S. Dep't of Justice, Justice Manual §  9-47.120. 

[12] See, e.g., United States v. Boccagna, 450 F.3d 107, 115 (2d Cir. 2006) ("[T]he purpose of 
restitution is essentially compensatory:  to restore a victim, to the extent money can do so, to the position 
he occupied before sustaining injury.").   

[13] See, e.g., FTC v. WV Universal Mgmt., LLC, 877 F.3d 1234, 1239 (11th Cir. 2017) (quoting FTC 
v. General Merch. Corp., 87 F.3d 466, 468 (11th Cir. 1996)) (noting that even though the Federal Trade 
Commission Act did not expressly provide for monetary equitable relief, Congress's "unqualified grant 
of statutory authority to issue an injunction . . . carries with it the full range of equitable remedies"). 

[14] See, e.g.,  SEC v. Contorinis, 743 F.3d 296, 301 (2d Cir. 2014); see also SEC v. Tome, 833 F.2d 
1086, 1096 (2d Cir. 1987) ("The paramount purpose of enforcing the prohibition against insider trading 
by ordering disgorgement is to make sure that wrongdoers will not profit from their wrongdoing.").  

[15] See U.S. Sentencing Guidelines Manual [hereinafter, the "Guidelines"] §§  5E1.1, 8B1.1, 8C2.9. 
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[16] Guidelines § 8B1.1(c).  

[17] DOJ's resolutions with NCH Corporation, HMT LLC, CDM Smith Inc., and Linde North 
America Inc. are examples of this approach.  See Letter to Paul E. Coggins & Kiprian Mendrygal, Locke 
Lord LLP, Counsel for NCH Corporation (Sept. 29, 2016), available at 
https://www.justice.gov/criminal-fraud/file/899121/download; Letter to Steven A. Tyrell, Weil, Gotshal 
& Manges LLP, Counsel for HMT LLC (Sept. 29, 2016), available at https://www.justice.gov/criminal-
fraud/file/899116/download; Letter to Nathaniel B. Edmonds, Paul Hastings LLP, Counsel for CDM 
Smith Inc. (June 21, 2017), available at https://www.justice.gov/criminal-
fraud/page/file/976976/download; Letter  to Lucina Low & Thomas Best, Steptoe & Johnson LLP, 
Counsel for Linde North America Inc. (June 16, 2017), available at https://www.justice.gov/criminal-
fraud/file/974516/download.  

[18] See Jody Godoy, DOJ Expands Leniency Beyond FCPA, Lets Barclays Off, Law360 (Mar. 1, 
2018), https://www.law360.com/articles/1017798/doj-expands-leniency-beyond-fcpa-lets-barclays-off.  

[19] Common chapters of the Guidelines potentially applicable to financial institutions include 2B 
(fraud and embezzlement), 2C (bribery and gratuities), 2S (money laundering), and 2T (tax violations). 

[20] Guidelines § 8C2.4(a).  "Pecuniary gain" and "pecuniary loss" are defined with reference to the 
definitions at § 8A1.2 cmt. n.3(H), and (I), respectively.  "Pecuniary gain" refers to "the additional 
before-tax profit to the defendant resulting from the relevant conduct of the offense," and "pecuniary 
loss" refers to the greater of the reasonably foreseeable actual loss or intended loss from the offense 
conduct, as defined at § 2B1.1 cmt. n.3(A). 

[21] Id. § 8C2.5(a). 

[22] Aggravating factors, which increase the culpability score, include the size of the organization, 
involvement of high-level management, history of prior enforcement resolutions for similar misconduct, 
violations of an existing judicial or administrative order and conduct alleged to be indicative of 
obstruction of justice.  Id. § 8C2.5(b)-(e). 

Mitigating factors, which decrease the culpability score, include the existence of an effective 
compliance and ethics program at the time of the alleged misconduct, prompt, voluntary self-disclosure 
of the conduct, full cooperation in the government's investigation, and clearly demonstrated acceptance 
of responsibility for the conduct at issue.  Id. § 8C2.5(f)-(g). 

[23] Id. § 8C2.6.  

[24] Id. § 8C2.5(c)(2). 

[25] Id. § 8C2.5(c)(1).  

[26] See id. Ch. 4, pt. A, Introductory Commentary ("A defendant with a record of prior criminal 
behavior is more culpable than a first offender and thus deserving of greater punishment. General 
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deterrence of criminal conduct dictates that a clear message be sent to society that repeated criminal 
behavior will aggravate the need for punishment with each recurrence."). 

[27] Id. § 8A1.2 cmt. n.3(G) (defining "prior criminal adjudication" as "conviction by trial, plea of 
guilty . . . or plea of nolo contendere"). 

[28] See, e.g., Black's Law Dictionary (10th ed. 2014) (defining "adjudication" as "[t]he legal process 
of resolving a dispute" or "the process of judicially deciding a case," and "administrative adjudication" 
as "[t]he process used by an administrative agency to issue regulations through an adversary 
proceeding").  In the context of administrative adjudications, the Administrative Procedures Act sets 
forth a series of basic requirements for so-called "formal" agency adjudications, including the 
presentation of evidence before a presiding official, the opportunity to present rebuttal evidence or cross-
examine witnesses, and a written decision on the record.  See 5 U.S.C. § 554 et seq. 

[29] Guidelines § 8C2.5(c) indicates that the prior adjudication(s) must occur within five to ten years 
before the organization committed any part of the "instant offense."  Chapter 8 of the Guidelines defines 
"instant," when applied to modify the term "offense," as used "to distinguish the violation for which the 
defendant is being sentenced from a prior or subsequent offense."  Guidelines § 8A1.2 cmt. n.3(A). 

[30] § 8C2.5(c). 

[31] § 8A1.2 cmt. n.3(F).  

[32] See, e.g., United States v. Hernandez, 160 F.3d 661, 669–70 (11th Cir. 1998) (failure to pay 
employees minimum wage is similar to committing bankruptcy fraud); United States v. Starr, 971 F.2d 
357, 361–62 (9th Cir. 1992) (possession of stolen property and embezzlement are similar to bank 
robbery); United States v. Cota-Guerrero, 907 F.2d 87, 89 (9th Cir. 1990) (illegal possession of firearm 
is similar to assault with a deadly weapon). 

[33] Guidelines § 8C2.5(c) (emphasis added). 

[34] Id. cmt. n.5 (defining "separately managed line of business" as "a subpart of a for-profit 
organization that has its own management, has a high degree of autonomy from higher managerial 
authority, and maintains its own separate books of account"). 

[35] Id. 

[36] This figure was calculated using the statistics contained in Table 54 of the U.S. Sentencing 
Commission's Annual Sourcebooks of Federal Sentencing Statistics for the years 2006 to 2017, which 
are available at https://www.ussc.gov/research/sourcebook/archive/.  

[37] For this analysis, we reviewed all corporate criminal resolutions based on alleged violations 
relating to the FCPA, AML statutes, LIBOR, and foreign exchange issues, sanctions, and tax fraud, as 
identified by running searches using the Corporate Prosecution Registry available at 
http://lib.law.virginia.edu/Garrett/corporate-prosecution-registry/browse/browse.html.  

https://www.ussc.gov/research/sourcebook/archive/
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[38] See Plea Agreement, United States v. Rabobank, Nat'l Ass'n, No. 18-cr-00614 (S.D. Cal. Feb. 7, 
2018), available at https://www.justice.gov/opa/press-release/file/1032101/download; Deferred 
Prosecution Agreement, United States v. Zimmer Biomet Holdings, No. 12-cr-00080 (D.D.C. Jan. 12, 
2017), available at https://www.justice.gov/opa/press-release/file/925171/download; Plea Agreement, 
United States v. ABB Inc., No. 4:10-cr-00664 (S.D. Tex. Sept. 29, 2010), available at 
https://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/criminal-fraud/legacy/2015/03/05/09-29-10abbinc-plea.pdf; 
Deferred Prosecution Agreement, United States v. ABB Ltd., No. 4:10-cr-00665 (S.D. Tex. Sept. 29, 
2010), available at https://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/criminal-fraud/legacy/2011/02/16/09-29-
10abbjordan-dpa.pdf.  

[39] Guidelines § 8C2.5(b). "High-level personnel" are defined as those who have substantial control 
or policy-making responsibility within the organization or unit (such as directors, executives officers, or 
the heads of significant units or divisions).  Guidelines § 8A1.2 cmt. n.3(B).  "Substantial authority 
personnel" are those who "exercise a substantial measure of discretion," which encompasses "high-level 
personnel," individuals who exercise substantial supervisory authority, or non-managerial personnel 
with a significant degree of discretionary authority, such as those who can negotiate prices or approve 
significant contracts.  Id. § 8A1.2 cmt. n.3(C).  "Pervasiveness" is described as a sliding scale based on 
"the number, and degree of responsibility of individuals within substantial authority personnel who 
participated in, condoned, or were willfully ignorant of the offense."  Id. § 8C2.5 cmt. n.4. 

[40] Id. § 8C2.5, Background note.  

[41] See, e.g., Plea Agreement at 8, United States v. Tyco Valves & Controls Middle East, Inc., No. 
1:12-cr-00418 (E.D. Va. Sept. 24, 2012), available at https://www.justice.gov/sites/ 
default/files/criminal-fraud/legacy/2012/09/27/2012-09-24-plea-agreement.pdf (one-point enhancement 
applied for the regional subsidiary of organization, which had only a fraction of the entire organization's 
approximate 70,000 employees according to 2012 annual report, available at 
http://www.tyco.com/uploads/files/tyco_annual-report_2012.pdf); Deferred Prosecution Agreement at 
8, United States v. Shell Nigeria Exploration and Prod. Co., No. 4:10-cr-00767 (S.D. Tex. Nov. 4, 2010), 
), available at https://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/criminal-fraud/legacy/2011/02/16/11-04-
10snepco-dpa.pdf (three-point enhancement applied for the Nigerian subsidiary of organization, which 
had only a fraction of the entire organization's approximate 90,000 employees according to 2011 annual 
report, available at https://reports.shell.com/annual-report/2011/servicepages/filelibrary/files/ 
collection.php). 

[42] Guidelines § 8C2.5(b) (emphasis added). 

[43] Guidelines § 8A1.2 cmt. n.3(J).  

[44] Global-Tech Appliances, Inc. v. SEB S.A., 563 U.S. 754, 766 & 767 n.7 (2011) (approving 
"willful ignorance" jury instruction).  

[45] 543 U.S. 220, 245 (2005) (Breyer, J.) (modifying the federal sentencing statutes so as to render 
the Guidelines "effectively advisory," by requiring a sentencing court to consider sentencing ranges, 
while permitting it to tailor a given sentence in light of other statutory considerations).  

https://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/criminal-fraud/legacy/2015/03/05/09-29-10abbinc-plea.pdf
https://www.justice.gov/sites/%20default/files/criminal-fraud/legacy/2012/09/27/2012-09-24-plea-agreement.pdf
https://www.justice.gov/sites/%20default/files/criminal-fraud/legacy/2012/09/27/2012-09-24-plea-agreement.pdf
http://www.tyco.com/uploads/files/tyco_annual-report_2012.pdf
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https://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/criminal-fraud/legacy/2011/02/16/11-04-10snepco-dpa.pdf
https://reports.shell.com/annual-report/2011/servicepages/filelibrary/files/%20collection.php
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[46] Guidelines § 8C2.5(f)(1).  

[47] An organization is not eligible for this mitigating factor if it was subject to an enhancement under 
§ 8C2.5(b) based on the involvement, condonation, or willful ignorance of high-level personnel within 
a unit of 200 or more employees, id. § 8C2.5(f)(3)(A), and is presumptively ineligible if the relevant 
unit(s) had less than 200 employees or if only substantial authority personnel were implicated, id. § 
8C2.5(f)(3)(B).  However, a limited exception is available if non-culpable compliance and ethics 
personnel identified the problem before it was discovered by outside parties and promptly reported it to 
the appropriate governmental authorities.  See id. § 8C2.5(f)(3)(C)(iii). 

[48] Id. § 8B2.1(a), (b).  These factors are:  (1) established standards and procedures to prevent and 
detect criminal conduct; (2) the organization's governing authority must be knowledgeable about the 
content and function of the program and exercise reasonable oversight, and specific high-level 
individuals must be assigned responsibility for oversight; (3) reasonable efforts not to give substantial 
authority to personnel the organization knew or should have known has engaged in illegal or non-
compliant activities; (4) reasonable steps to periodically communicate compliance and ethics standards 
to all staff through training and other forms of dissemination; (5) reasonable monitoring and auditing 
programs to ensure the compliance and ethics program is followed; (6) consistent promotion and 
enforcement at all levels of the organization through appropriate incentives and disciplinary measures; 
and (7) reasonable steps to respond to identified criminal conduct and prevent further such conduct, 
including by modifying the compliance and ethics program as necessary. 

[49] Id. § 8B2.1(a) cmt. n.2. 

[50] See note 36 supra. 

[51] These factors are: (1) policy considerations, such as the severity of the offense, need to promote 
respect for the rule of law, deterrence, and the protection of the public from future crimes; (2) the 
organization's role in the offense; (3) the potential collateral consequences of a conviction; (4) non-
pecuniary losses caused or threatened by the offense; (5) whether the offense involved a vulnerable 
victim; (6) the prior criminal records of individuals within the high-level personnel of the organization 
or applicable unit who were involved in the criminal conduct; (7) prior civil or criminal conduct not 
covered by the prior history enhancement under § 8C2.5(c); (8) if the culpability score is higher than 10 
or lower than 0 (meaning the minimum or maximum multiplier is applicable); (9) partial but incomplete 
satisfaction of the aggravating or mitigating factors under § 8C2.5 which feed into the culpability score; 
(10) the factors listed at 18 U.S.C. § 3572(a) (which include the defendant's income and capacity to pay, 
the burden of the fine on the defendant, the degree of pecuniary loss inflicted on others, the need for 
restitution or the deprivation of ill-gotten gains, the extent to which the cost of the fine can or will be 
passed onto consumers or other persons, or the steps taken to discipline culpable employees); and (11) 
if the organization lacked an effective compliance program at the time of the offense 
conduct.  Guidelines § 8C2.8(a).   

[52] Id. § 8C2.8(b).  
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[53] As discussed in section 2 below, our review of 119 corporate resolutions involving bribery, AML, 
sanctions, criminal tax, and currency violations in the past 10 years has determined that of the 82 DPAs 
and guilty pleas explicitly referencing the placement of the penalty relative to the applicable fine range, 
16 (19.5 percent) were placed near or at the bottom of the fine range, and 60 (73.2 percent) received a 
discount below the low end of the fine range.  Thus, based on our analysis, for nearly 93 percent of all 
resolutions involving these types of violations, the fine was placed near, or even below, the bottom of 
the fine range. 

[54] Deferred Prosecution Agreement ¶ 9, Ex. C at 7–8, Zürcher Kantonalbank (S.D.N.Y. Aug. 7, 
2018), available at https://www.justice.gov/usao-sdny/press-release/file/1086876/download. 

[55] Id. at ¶ 9.  

[56] This number does not include resolutions where DOJ did not assess a penalty but instead deemed 
the financial institution's payment to other regulators sufficient to satisfy any monetary penalty.  This 
was the structure, for instance of the resolutions in 2011 between DOJ and a number of financial 
institutions regarding alleged antitrust violations in the municipal reinvestment industry.  

[57] It is important to note that other U.S. regulators may order disgorgement or restitution as part of 
a global settlement even if DOJ does not. 

[58] DOJ also entered into NPAs with Red Cedar Services, Inc. and Santee Financial Services for 
$2,000,000 and $1,000,000, respectively.  See Non-Prosecution Agreement with Red Cedar Services at 
2, April 25, 2018, available at https://www.gibsondunn.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/Red-Cedar-
Services-NPA-2018.pdf; Non-Prosecution Agreement with Santee Financial Services at 2, April 13, 
2018, available at  https://www.gibsondunn.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/Santee-Financial-
Services-NPA-2018.pdf.  

[59] Press Release, U.S. Dep't of Justice, BNP Paribas Agrees to Plead Guilty and to Pay $8.9 Billion 
for Illegally Processing Financial Transactions for Countries Subject to U.S. Economic Sanctions (June 
30, 2014), https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/bnp-paribas-agrees-plead-guilty-and-pay-89-billion-
illegally-processing-financial. 

[60] Id. 

[61] Plea Agreement at 1, United States v. BNP Paribas S.A., No. 14-cr-00460 (S.D.N.Y. June 27, 
2014), BNP Paribas Plea Agreement at 1, June 27, 2014, available at  https://www.justice.gov/ 
sites/default/files/opa/legacy/2014/06/30/plea-agreement.pdf ("BNP Paribas Plea Agreement").     

[62] Id. at 4. 

[63] BNP Paribas Agrees to Plead Guilty and to Pay $8.9 Billion for Illegally Processing Financial 
Transactions for Countries Subject to U.S. Economic Sanctions, U.S. Dep't of Justice (June 30, 2014), 
available at https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/bnp-paribas-agrees-plead-guilty-and-pay-89-billion-
illegally-processing-financial.  
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[64] Id. 

[65] Id. 

[66] Press Release, U.S. Dep't of Justice, BNP Paribas Sentenced for Conspiring to Violate the 
International Emergency Economic Powers Act and the Trading with the Enemy Act (May 1, 2015), 
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/bnp-paribas-sentenced-conspiring-violate-international-emergency-
economic-powers-act-and.  

[67] Swiss Bank Program, U.S. Dep't of Justice, available at https://www.justice.gov/tax/swiss-bank-
program  (last visited Jan. 8, 2019).  

[68] U.S. Dep't of Justice, Program for Non-Prosecution Agreements or Non-Target Letters for Swiss 
Banks, available at https://www.justice.gov/iso/opa/resources/7532013829164644664074.pdf.  

[69] Id. The Program also included two additional categories.  Categories Three and Four, however, 
are not relevant for the purposes of this discussion. 

[70] Swiss Bank Program, U.S. Dep't of Justice, available at https://www.justice.gov/tax/swiss-bank-
program (last visited Jan. 8, 2019). 

[71] Consent Order for a Civil Monetary Penalty, OCC, In re Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. (Apr. 20, 2018), 
available at https://www.occ.gov/static/enforcement-actions/ea2018-026.pdf.  

[72] Consent Order, OCC, In re Capital One, N.A. and Capital One Bank (U.S.A.), N.A. (Oct. 23, 
2018), available at https://www.occ.gov/static/enforcement-actions/ea2018-080.pdf.  

[73] Id. 

[74] Press Release, FRB, Federal Reserve Board Fines Goldman Sachs Group, Inc., $54.75 Million 
for Unsafe and Unsound Practices in Firm's Foreign Exchange (FX) Trading Business, (May 8, 2018), 
https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pressreleases/enforcement20180501b.htm. 

[75] U.S. Dep't of Justice, Justice Manual §§ 9-28.200, 9-28.300, available at 
https://www.justice.gov/jm/jm-9-28000-principles-federal-prosecution-business-organizations#9-
28.200. 

[76] Id. §§ 9-28.700, 9-28.900, available at https://www.justice.gov/jm/jm-9-28000-principles-
federal-prosecution-business-organizations#9-28.700.  

[77] OCC, Policies and Procedures Manual 5000-7 (Nov. 13, 2018), https://www.occ.gov/ 
publications/publications-by-type/other-publications-reports/ppms/ppm-5000-7.pdf.  

[78] Id. at 4. 

[79] Id. at 5.    
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[80] FDIC, DSC Risk Management Manual of Examination Policies § 14.1, Civil Money Penalties, 
available at https://www.fdic.gov/regulations/safety/manual/section14-1.pdf.   

[81] Justice Manual § 1-12.100, available at https://www.justice.gov/jm/jm-1-12000-coordination-
parallel-criminal-civil-regulatory-and-administrative-proceedings#1-12.100.  Although this policy was 
officially implemented in May 2018, Rosenstein had also already announced DOJ's efforts to improve 
coordination in a November 2017 speech.  Rod Rosenstein, Deputy Att'y Gen., Deputy Attorney General 
Rosenstein Delivers Remarks at the Clearing House's 2017 Annual Conference (Nov. 8, 2017), 
https://www.justice.gov/opa/speech/deputy-attorney-general-rosenstein-delivers-remarks-clearing-
house-s-2017-annual (announcing DOJ's efforts to "consider[] proposals to improve coordination" and 
"help avoid duplicative and unwarranted payments").   

[82] Justice Manual § 1-12.100, available at https://www.justice.gov/jm/jm-1-12000-coordination-
parallel-criminal-civil-regulatory-and-administrative-proceedings#1-12.100.   

[83] Rod Rosenstein, Deputy Att'y Gen., Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein Delivers Remarks 
to the New York City Bar White Collar Crime Institute (May 9, 2018), https://www.justice.gov/ 
opa/speech/deputy-attorney-general-rod-rosenstein-delivers-remarks-new-york-city-bar-white-collar.  

[84] Press Release, U.S. Dep't of Justice, Société Générale S.A. Agrees to Pay $860 Million in 
Criminal Penalties for Bribing Gaddafi-Era Libyan Officials and Manipulating LIBOR Rate (June 4, 
2018), https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/soci-t-g-n-rale-sa-agrees-pay-860-million-criminal-penalties-
bribing-gaddafi-era-libyan.  

[85] Commissioner Hester M. Peirce, The Why Behind the No: Remarks at the 50th Annual Rocky 
Mountain Securities Conference (May 11, 2018), https://www.sec.gov/news/speech/peirce-why-behind-
no-051118.  

[86] Press Release, SEC, SEC Charges Credit Suisse With FCPA Violations (Jul. 5, 2018), 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2018-128.  

[87] Interagency Coordination of Formal Corrective Action by the Federal Bank Regulatory 
Agencies, 83 Fed. Reg. 113, 27329 (June 12, 2018), https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2018-06-
12/pdf/2018-12557.pdf.  

[88] Press Release, U.S. Dep't of Justice, Manhattan U.S. Attorney Announces Criminal Charges 
Against Société Générale S.A. For Violations Of The Trading With The Enemy Act (Nov. 19, 2018), 
https://www.justice.gov/usao-sdny/pr/manhattan-us-attorney-announces-criminal-charges-against-soci-
t-g-n-rale-sa-violations.  

[89] OFAC Enforcement Information, Société Générale S.A. Settles Potential Civil Liability for 
Apparent Violations of Multiple Sanctions Programs (Nov. 19, 2018), https://www.treasury.gov/ 
resource-center/sanctions/CivPen/Documents/20181119_socgen_web.pdf.  
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[90] In previous OFAC resolutions involving other enforcers, OFAC resolution documents had 
explicitly noted that penalties (or portions of penalties) were deemed "satisfied" by payments or 
conditions in agreements with other agencies.  See, e.g.,  OFAC Enforcement Information, National 
Oilwell Varco, Inc. Settles Potential Civil Liability for Apparent Violations of the Cuban Assets Control 
Regulations, the Iranian Transactions and Sanctions Regulations, and the Sudanese Sanctions 
Regulations (Nov. 14, 2016), https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/CivPen/Documents/ 
20161114_varco.pdf.OFAC Enforcement Information, Alcon Laboratories, Inc., Alcon Pharmaceuticals 
Ltd., and Alcon Management, SA, Settle Potential Civil Liability for Apparent Violations of the Iranian 
Transactions and Sanctions Regulations and the Sudanese Sanctions Regulations (Jul. 5, 
2016),  https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/CivPen/Documents/20160705_alcon.pdf.  
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